Introduction
Life prediction in gas turbine applications presents a challenging task as high temperatures in combination with severe thermo-mechanical loads push the materials to their degradation limit. Load cycles that a gas turbine is exposed to typically include a start-up phase with long and strong thermal transients, followed by a block of constant power at which the turbine may be subjected to various cyclic loads, e.g. caused by turbulence or fluctuations on the power grid. After this, a shutdown phase is usually initiated with slow ramp-down to idle condition. The interaction between rapid cyclic and sustained load, either at constant power or during long start-up and shut-down phases, can exert a major impact on crack growth rates, and thus on the life of critical components.
In order to handle load cycles of the type discussed above, a number of different models have been developed, which are either linear superposition models of the two load modes, see e.g. [1, 2] , or models with interactive behaviour, cf. [3] . Independently of the choice of model the underlying foundation is, in the majority of cases, based on physical observations from crack paths. Cracks exposed to sustained load have been seen to fracture in an intergranular mode rather than the common transgranular cracking, see e.g. [4] [5] [6] . The different observations have developed into two damage mechanism theories of how the grain boundaries are affected. These are, stress accelerated grain boundary oxidation (SAGBO) and dynamic embrittlement (DE), see e.g. [7, 8] . In tests in vacuum the effect of sustained load damage was not observed, see e.g. [8] , by which it may be concluded that grain boundary damage is in need of some kind of embrittling element e.g. oxygen to function.
Sustained load damage has also been paid more quantitative attention to, e.g. [9, 10] where Inconel 718 corner cracks were investigated. The findings on these fracture surfaces show another important behaviour which is also seen for cyclic loads, namely crack tunnelling (more growth in the depth than on the surface). It is, as concluded by numerous authors for the case of cyclic load, closely related to the crack constraint over the front, see e.g. [11] and for some more recent findings, see e.g. [12] [13] [14] , where it is shown how plane strain and plane stress conditions will have a pronounced effect on the crack shape. Crack tunnelling with cyclic loads may therefore be related to the amount of crack closure present, as higher closure values will be associated with more pronounced plane stress conditions and thus give a lower propagation rate [15, 16] .
Tunnelling related to sustained load damage on the other hand, cannot for obvious reasons be related to crack closure but must still be dependent on constraint level, cf. [9, 17] .
Many authors have developed models to describe the tunnelling, e.g. in [18] where the SIF value was scaled by a factor depending on the load ratio, in [19] where the constant C in Paris law is reduced over the crack front, and in [20] where a minimisation of errors of the growth rates are used to produce the correct crack shape. Studies of the actual constraint along the crack front have also been carried out by numerous authors.
These simulations are usually based on dissolving the stress at the crack tip along the crack front to, e.g., determine the triaxial stress values along the front, see e.g. [21] or to simulate 3D crack closure, see e.g. [22] . Examples such as these show the difficulty of describing a correct constraint relation; the latter alternative ( [21, 22] ) suffering from heavy mesh dependence when trying to dissolve the behaviour at the crack tip, but providing for more freedom in crack shape, loads etc.; the former alternative ( [18-20]) being restricted to specified analytical cases, but on the other hand providing for rapid prediction results. Finding a method between these two should therefore be of high interest, especially for use in an industrial context.
Exploring the possibilities to describe the correct crack shape evolution during sustained load with interaction of cyclic load, will be of great interest. In this paper a modelling approach for describing crack shape evolution under these load modes is developed for 3D crack growth applications, and is validated for in-plane loaded surface crack test specimens of the Ni-based superalloy Inconel 718 at 550 • C. The model developed takes its form from the damage evolution (embrittling of grain boundaries) for sustained load and interaction with cyclic load. By using the already developed damaged zone model [3, 23] for 1D, and extending it further into full 3D, an efficient load history dependence can be reached. Detailed numerical simulations have been carried out for both cyclic loads and sustained loads, as well as for mixed cyclic and dwell time loading. 
Experiments
The fatigue crack growth tests were performed in load control, at 550 • C on bars of Inconel 718, heat treated according to AMS 5663 standard, and with an approximate grain size of 10 µm, using Kb-type (surface crack) specimens with rectangular cross sections of 4.3 × 10.2 mm, see Fig. 1 . The initial notch was created by electro discharge machining (EDM), and the subsequent pre-cracking was done at room temperature using a 10 Hz sine wave with a max load of 650 MPa and R σ = 0.05. Crack growth was monitored by direct current potential drop (DCPD), while the subsequent stress intensity factor (SIF) evaluation [24] was done by assuming a semi-circular crack front.
In all tests the point of consideration was the deepest point of the crack geometry, for which the cracked area was evaluated through a pre-defined calibration curve. The latter was based on temperature induced beach marks for cyclic load of 0.5 Hz, for which measurements of crack length and PD values were correlated with each other.
For additional description about the experiments see also [3, 25] .
A list of the tests simulated here is found in Table 1 , where the initial and final equivalent crack lengths are shown with the loading condition for each test. The three different test types consist of cyclic load (no environmentally associated damage), sustained load (cracking by environmentally-based damage), and finally a mix of both. The mixed test contains a block of cyclic load (to a crack length of 0.55 mm) followed by a sustained load block (to a crack length of 1.8 mm), and is finally ended by another cyclic block.
Note that the PD method has an accuracy of only 0.01 mm, which has been considered when evaluating the different tests, and that all load reversals were performed using a sine wave of 0.5 Hz and a max load of 650 MPa. The pre-defined calibration curve is derived for a relatively fast load (0.5 Hz), which generates time-independent behaviour for which only transgranular cracking is found. It is important to note that the considered load-bearing zone of each test specimen is the area not indicated by the PD reading.
Likewise, the crack length that is used to derive the SIF in all the analyses below is defined by the area interpreted by PD. 
Experimental results
The crack growth rate results of the cyclic tests are seen in The cyclic tests have, as expected, more crack closure for the R = 0.05 test than for R = 0.6. Please note that the R = 0.05 test was initiated with a short initial crack length, which gives the distinct ramp to the linear Paris region.
For the sustained load test and the mixed test it is noted an initial transient of the time dependent crack growth rate da/dt in Fig. 3 , which indicates the build up of the damaged zone length, i.e. the length of weakened and cracked grain boundaries.
When the stabilised crack growth rates are reached, the damaged zone has reached its stabilised level, at which it will be kept by the triaxial stress state of the test specimen.
Investigation of the length of the damaged zone, which will be used for the modelling part of the paper is shown in Fig. 4 , where data from the second block of the mixed test is used. The damaged zone, consisting of weakened and cracked grain boundaries is broken through as the rapid cyclic loading is applied, thus increasing the crack growth rate significantly. More details about the damaged zone concept and experimental findings including fracture surface investigations regarding the same can be found in e.g. [25] .
The basic 1D model
The history-dependent model utilised in this paper takes its form from the evolution of material damage in front of the crack tip, see e.g. [26, 27] . The model, based on the damaged zone concept, is presented in Table 2 , cf. [3, 23] , where the parameter D (damaged zone length) is used for representing the history dependence. By describing its slow build-up during sustained loads, and rapid consumption during load reversals, an effective method of handling the history dependence is achieved. This also gives the possibility to directly relate the crack length physically measured on the fracture surface, and the crack length interpreted by the PD signal. Finally, the indexes "t" and "c" in Table 2 refer to the type of damage and crack growth behaviour, i.e. time dependent or cyclic.
In Table 2 the parameter D max represents the maximum size of the damaged zone under stationary conditions, while C 0t , n t , B t , C c , n c , A c and B c are fitting parameters. A crack closure routine [15] , for effective handling of the different R values is also introduced, which includes the constraint parameter α and the load ratio of maximum to flow stress, σ max /σ 0 .
Calibration of the 1D model
In order to handle the model calibration, the software LS-OPT [28] was used to minimise a least square-based error function. More specifically, the mixed test (sustained load part) and the sustained load test (cf. Table 1 ) were used to find values for C 0t and n t , see All the parameter values are presented in Table 3 .
3D Modelling
To extend the basic 1D model in the previous section to three dimensional crack growth, for application on general structural components, some major development has to be carried out. As the model has to be efficient and allow for applications in a general context, we have chosen to take an industrially recognised constraint method, usually used for 1D, and applied it to 3D. More specifically, we have used the constraint parameter α from the model by Newman [15] , which has been successfully used in many commercial crack propagation programs, e.g. [29] , and which is used in the 1D model described above. By this, we get an efficient method which is not so heavily dependent on extremely dense FE meshes for dissolving the actual constraint, and by which reasonably accurate results for 3D crack growth can be obtained. Below a description of the features of the modelling approach can be found.
Cyclic closure model
A local crack closure procedure was implemented in order to achieve an accurate front description. As described above, the procedure uses the geometrical α value available in the Newman crack closure law [15] , which takes the value 1 for complete plane stress-and 3 for complete plane strain conditions. The value is used as a scale function over the complete front with the use of a bell curve with optimised parameters, see e.g. [30] . The proposed description of the constraint does not only supply a direct method of translating the 1D α global value into 3D but also provides for C 1 continuity.
For the current test specimens, α global = 2.5 was chosen (see the calibration of the 1D model above), which seems to fit the 1D crack growth rates reasonably well. The bell curve fitting parameters were then optimised together in order to achieve the same average/global α value as was chosen for the test specimen, cf. Eq. (1), with the parameters and results obtained shown in Table 4 and Fig. 5 , respectively. The local value, α local , thus controls the crack length extension on a local level, but is still governed by the 1D optimised plane stress/strain state value based on experimentally gained crack growth rates of the specific test specimen. Note that the parameter ϕ represents each point along the crack front stretching from 0 to 180 • . Parameter
Embrittling element damage control
The same procedure as above was also applied for the local value (along the crack front)
of the damaged zone extension, as the supply of embrittling elements depends on the local constraint, cf. the tunnelling of the cracks reported in e.g. [9, 10, 17] . For this procedure, the same optimised parameters as for the cyclic case were used, with the exception of it being scaled with the global damaged zone for 1D. The value D max global = 0.5 mm was gained from the geometrical conditions of the specific test specimen, see Fig.   4 and Table 3 . In order to perform this scaling procedure, an equivalent parameter to E 5 (see Table 4 ) for the cyclic load case has to be derived, here the parameter E 7 was used. The complete process of the above procedure is seen in Eq. (2), Table 5 and Fig.   6 . By applying this procedure it is assumed that the constraint controls the cyclic as well as the sustained load damage, which is also physically motivated as both load modes are subjected to the same geometry. The local value D max local thus controls the maximum extent of the damaged zone exactly as α local does for the cyclic crack growth. 
Implementation
The 3D analysis may be handled in a number of ways, the one chosen in this paper is a process where each crack front step is generated by a pre-defined global growth step. This value is then locally scaled with the normalised local SIF to the median SIF, thus creating the necessary information for the subsequent re-meshing step. Linear interpolation of the local SIF values is performed based on 101 front directions from 0 to 180 • (50 on each 90 • sector and 1 in the middle for symmetry purposes). These paths, with the local SIF in each direction, will thereafter be used for predicting the subsequent crack growth rate and e.g. crack length vs. time for model prediction. Details regarding the relations used for this procedure follow below.
Front shape evolution
The procedure in this paper is to assume that, during the cyclic part, the only parameters which are required to control the front shape is the local and global α value in the closure equation, see Eq. (3). For the sustained load mode, on the other hand, the shape evolution is assumed to be dependent on the ratio between the value of D max local and D max global , as derived in Section 4.2, see Eq. (4) and Fig. 6 . These simplifications will still provide for describing the constraint effects and will at the same time give the advantage of not having to predict the value of D along each point, at each time step, along the complete crack front. The idea that the ratio between D max local and D max global should be the controlling parameter can of course be discussed but was chosen as a simple and easily defined principle. In Eqs. (3) and (4) the parameter ∆a pre def. is the global incremental growth step. Note that the parameters n c and n t are the same as in Table 3 .
∆a i = ∆a pre def.
The implementation of this model, although simple in form, requires an large amount of coding for efficient handling. All the equations have to be combined with the crack front evolution and its later growth history, and to achieve this, combined scripting based on FORTRAN, Python and Linux Bash was performed. The equations derived above were then used to predict the growth rates and related data, e.g. crack length vs. time.
FE model
In this work, the commercially available 3D crack growth program FRANC3D [31] in combination with Abaqus [32] was used, where the model of the Kb specimen was simplified as a rectangular block of cross section of 4.3 × 10.2 mm, with a height of 100 mm, see Fig. 1 for test specimen details. To save time when re-meshing the crack front, only a portion of the model was selected to undergo this procedure, from the selected model a 4.3 × 10.2 × 20 mm sub-model was extracted. The method of FRANC3D used in this paper (briefly explained) was to initiate a crack by specified front coordinates which was then propagated according to the scheme for each growth mode, as described above. For each growth step, the crack front was re-meshed by three rings of elements, where the inner one consists of 15 node wedge elements with nodes moved to L/4 for 1/ √ r strain singularity and the outer ones of 20 node brick elements. The bulk mesh in the sub-model consists of 10 node tetrahedral elements. For solving the SIFs (built into FRANC3D) the interaction integral was used, see e.g. [33] .
The choice of element size for the elements closest to the crack front was based on the current crack length, and set to about 10% of it according to a mean value of the current front positions. The SIFs were extracted and used together with the specified growth model as explained in the above section, and for this procedure the pre-defined crack step ∆a pre def. was set to about 0.5-0.1 mm to ensure stable interpolation of data between the different front positions. After the re-meshing of the crack front, the sub-model was put back into the global model (also consisting of 20 node brick elements) and solved in Abaqus. In Fig. 7 a typical mesh is seen which consists of about 67 500 elements and 112 000 nodes.
Boundary conditions
The model was restrained to let plane surfaces remain plane and not being able to tilt, which was achieved by multi-point constraint equations. A load of 650 MPa was also applied, giving the ability to later on scale it to what was used in each specific test.
Modified growth rate law
The final step is to process the subsequent crack propagation rate, i.e. to incorporate the different growth steps into the growth law in Table 2 . Every equation which in the 1D model contained D max is modified to D max local instead, and when D local has reached D max local the maximum growth rate of the equations will be reached. The consequence will be that each front position will aim at exactly the same D max local value as the bell curve has specified. A complete model of the 3D stage to control the growth rate is seen in Table   6 .
Implementation summary
A flow chart of the whole procedure is provided in Fig. 8 . Initially an FE model of the structure is inserted with an initial flaw, which is meshed in FRANC3D and run in Abaqus. Subsequent SIFs are then calculated based on the results from the simulation.
From the results one can, if the crack length has reached the final value, calculate crack growth rates by the model of Table 6 . One has to first decide whether cyclic or dwell time is active; for cyclic loads the front points ∆a i are moved according to Eq. (3) and for dwell times according to Eq. (4). Each local front point is then translated the computed distance, a new crack front is defined, and the process starts over once again.
Results and discussion
It is to be noted that the results and discussion found below focus on the comparison between the simulated and experimentally found crack front evolution, as more global results regarding hold time effects, such as da/dN and da/dt diagrams, have been reported elsewhere, see e.g. [3] .
The cyclic tests are shown in Fig. 9 for R σ = 0.05 and in Fig. 10 for R σ = 0.6, where the different final crack lengths can be seen to be captured realistically. More closure of the test for R σ = 0.05 can also be noted by slightly more tunnelling behaviour at the surface, but is seen to give some discrepancy from the actual test. On the other hand for the R σ = 0.6 test the crack front is captured accurately and almost no test to model difference can be seen.
For the front evolution of the sustained load test, the model of the damaged zone growth controls the embrittlement element supply. The ratio of constraint from the cyclic model which was transferred to the sustained load model, captures the tunnelling effect with reasonable accuracy and gives a correct front evolution, see Fig. 11 . The end marking of the final damaged zone length, from Fig. 6 , is also shown (extrapolated from the final front value) and clearly shows how much the sustained load influences tunnelling on the fracture surface.
The final test with the mixed load mode, see Fig. 12 , shows the interaction properties of dwell time and cyclic load. First with the cyclic block there is almost no tunnelling (in accordance with Fig. 9) . Then, the sustained load block with the embrittling element damage control law is applied (increased tunnelling effect), followed by the last block of cyclic load where the crack front evolution yet again takes the form of a semi-circular shape. This demonstrates how the history effects of the different load modes benefit from the model, and how it can accurately track the front evolution.
Simulation results for crack length vs. time of the implemented model, compared to the test results are summarised in Table 7 . Note that discrepancy originates from some different reasons, the first is that the tests are evaluated based on 1D, i.e. a semi-circular crack front, another reason is that the elementary case used for the evaluation of the mechanical experiments is not as in the machine, see [24] . In the elementary case, there is no bending restriction, i.e. long cracks might be subjected to some bending from the tensile stress. Other reasons can be originating from the FE boundary conditions in this paper, which were made to assure that only tensile stresses were given. For relatively short cracks (as in the case here) this should not present any major problem. Finally, it should be noted that the SIF values related to the evaluation paths closest to the test specimen border have been disregarded due to bad quality in interpolating them. 
Summary and conclusions
The history dependent crack growth model in [3, 23] for 1D has been extended to a fully 3D context. The model is developed to provide for efficient analysis of 3D crack growth without having to depend on describing constraint effects by high density FE simulations.
Simulations of surface cracks have been carried out for a number of different load modes for the Ni-based superalloy Inconel 718 at 550 • C. The modelling concept is focused on the constraint differences along the crack front, for which a local closure description for the cyclic load part and an embrittling element damage control for the sustained load part are introduced. The results show that this concept of constraint description appears to be suitable for further applications, e.g. in component design.
Suggestions for further improvement
Regarding the front evolution, some simplifications were used. It was assumed that the bell curves in Figs. 5 and 6 are only based on the maximum values of the damaged zone. In reality the front description is affected in both cyclic and dwell time growth
by the current length of the zone, which can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4. Creating such a front update scheme would improve the accuracy with respect to both the front shape and the subsequent crack growth rate, but can in its implementation require substantial recourses in order to function properly. 
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